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Malaysia W5 Replenishment 

 

 

Q# VarName MY5-P 

 

001 BI208 Ask if calling a respondent for the first time. 

[Hello (if non-Muslim) / Assalamulaikum (if Muslim)], my name is [interviewer name], and I'm calling from 

Universiti Sains Malaysia on behalf of an international group of researchers from universities and research 

institutions in several countries.   

 

We are conducting an important national survey on health issues in Malaysia. The survey is mainly about 

smoking. We are interested in finding out how things that happen in our country affect smoking. The survey 

asks about smoking, your views on smoking, and on your awareness of a range of things that are happening in 

the community. We are looking for smokers and non-smokers who would be willing to be interviewed every 12 

to 18 months. 

 

I need to see whether anyone in your house qualifies for the survey. Can I speak to the person who is most 

knowledgeable about the members and happenings in the household? This will only take a few minutes and all 

responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 

1   Continue with current adult on phone (respondent is the most knowledgeable adult) 

2   Child answers the phone; no adult available at home now (call back) 

3   No adult in household (everyone in the HH is 17 or under) 

4   Respondent refuses to provide information and/ or get knowledgeable adult 

5   Respondent gets knowledgeable adult 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE HH ENUMERATION ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

"The questions about household members will take between 5 to 10 minutes." 

 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE SURVEY ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

If adult quota open: "The adult survey takes about 60 minutes, depending on the answers and adult respondents 

who take part in it will receive a token of appreciation for their time. We are also interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail." 

If adult quota full: "We have fulfilled the quota for adult respondents but we are interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail, and they will receive a token of 

appreciation for their time.” 

If response=1, go to 008/BI311. 

If response=2, go to 006/BI250. 

If response=3, go to 270/BI920 (CS19). 

If response=4, go to 007/BI310. 

If response=5, go to 003/BI212. 

002 BI11208 Ask if calling a respondent for the first time. 

[Hello (if non-Muslim) / Assalamulaikum (if Muslim)], my name is [interviewer name], and I'm calling from 
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Universiti Sains Malaysia on behalf of an international group of researchers from universities and research 

institutions in several countries.   

 

We are conducting an important national survey on health issues in Malaysia. The survey is mainly about 

smoking. We are interested in finding out how things that happen in our country affect smoking. The survey 

asks about smoking, your views on smoking, and on your awareness of a range of things that are happening in 

the community. We are looking for smokers and non-smokers who would be willing to be interviewed every 12 

to 18 months. 

 

I need to see whether anyone in your house qualifies for the survey. Can I speak to the person who is most 

knowledgeable about the members and happenings in the household? This will only take a few minutes and all 

responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 

1   Continue with current adult on phone (respondent is the most knowledgeable adult) 

2   Child answers the phone; no adult available at home now (call back) 

3   No adult in household (everyone in the HH is 17 or under) 

4   Respondent refuses to provide information and/ or get knowledgeable adult 

5   Respondent gets knowledgeable adult 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE HH ENUMERATION ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

"The questions about household members will take between 5 to 10 minutes." 

 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE SURVEY ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

If adult quota open: "The adult survey takes about 60 minutes, depending on the answers and adult respondents 

who take part in it will receive a token of appreciation for their time. We are also interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail." 

If adult quota full: "We have fulfilled the quota for adult respondents but we are interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail, and they will receive a token of 

appreciation for their time.” 

If response=1, go to 008/BI311. 

If response=2, go to 006/BI250. 

If response=3, go to 270/BI920 (CS19). 

If response=4, go to 007/BI310. 

If response=5, go to 003/BI212. 

003 BI11212 Ask if 002/BI208=5. 

[Hello (if non-Muslim) / Assalamulaikum (if Muslim)], my name is [interviewer name], and I'm calling from 

Universiti Sains Malaysia on behalf of an international group of researchers from universities and research 

institutions in several countries.   

 

We are conducting an important national survey on health issues in Malaysia. The survey is mainly about 

smoking. We are interested in finding out how things that happen in our country affect smoking. The survey 

asks about smoking, your views on smoking, and on your awareness of a range of things that are happening in 

the community. We are looking for smokers and non-smokers who would be willing to be interviewed every 12 

to 18 months. 
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Can I ask you a few questions to see whether anyone in your house qualifies for the survey? I would like to ask 

you about the members and happenings in your household. This enumeration will only take a few minutes and 

all responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 

1   Yes 

2   No (refusal) 

3   Appointment. 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE HH ENUMERATION ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

"The questions about household members will take between 5 to 10 minutes." 

 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE SURVEY ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

If adult quota open: "The adult survey takes about 60 minutes, depending on the answers and adult respondents 

who take part in it will receive a token of appreciation for their time. We are also interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail." 

If adult quota full: "We have fulfilled the quota for adult respondents but we are interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail, and they will receive a token of 

appreciation for their time.” 

If response=1, go to 008/BI311. 

If response=2, go to 007/BI310. 

If response=3, go to 006/BI250. 

004 BI11213 Ask if calling back to continue the enumeration. (i.e. Different introductory script required). 

Hello (if not Muslim) / Assalamualaikum (if Muslim], my name is _________ and I am from Universiti Sains 

Malaysia. May I speak to [name of respondent].  

 

When informant is on the line: I am calling regarding the survey on smoking that we started but did not 

complete. Would you be available now to finish the survey? 

005 BI11526 Read the script if the respondent asks for more information about the survey: 

a) IMPORTANCE OF SURVEY – WHO IS DOING IT 

This is a comprehensive survey of smokers and non-smokers in Malaysia and other countries that has to do with 

beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, and behavior about tobacco use. It is being carried out by researchers from 

University of Waterloo, Canada, and the Universiti Sains Malaysia.  

  

This project is funded by an ongoing grant from the US National Cancer Institute. A major goal of the survey is 

to examine how smokers in Malaysia differ or are the similar in their views towards smoking. Another goal is to 

examine the opinions of youth towards smoking. 

  

B) WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME or MY HOUSEHOLD?  

If adult quota open: We will talk on the telephone to selected members of the household who smokefor about 

[survey length] and we think you will find the questions quite interesting.  In addition, we will send each 

participant a gift equivalent to  [adult payment]  in appreciation of your involvement in this survey. If your 

household has a youth participant we will send a cheque for [youth payment] in appreciation of the youth's 

time. 
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If adult quota full: This is an important study about youth and we will send a cheque for [youth payment] in 

appreciation of the youth's time. 

006 BI11250 Ask if 002/BI208=2, 003/BI212=3 OR 004/BI213=3. 

What would be a better time to call back, to ask these questions? 

1   Willing to make appointment 

2   Refuses to make appointment 

If need to talk to someone else who is currently unavailable, say: Could you please tell me their name so 

that I know whom to ask for? 

If response=1, record callback info and terminate call. 

If response=2, go to 007/BI310. 

007 BI11310 Ask if 002/BI208=4 or 003/BI212=2 or 004/BI213=2 or 006/BI250=2. 

If necessary: See Help Screens for additional background information. 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers throughout 

the world.  It is important to obtain a good representative sample.   

  

If adult quota open: We do send a cheque of [payment] as a token of appreciation for the [survey length] 

survey. Could I ask you a few questions to see if anyone in your household is eligible? 

1   MKI (most knowledgeable individual) continues to refuse 

2   MKI agrees to answer questions 

3   MKI wants to make an appointment 

If response=1, go to 016/BI202.  

If response=2, go to 008/BI311. 

If response=3, record callback info and terminate 

008 BI11311 Ask if 002/BI208=1 or 007/BI310=2 or 003/BI212=1 or 004/BI213=1. 

Thank you. I first need to ask a few questions about the household for enumeration purposes in order to select 

eligible household members for the survey. 

1   Continue with current respondent 

2   Respondent will get new MKI 

If response=1, go to 014/BI320. 

If response=2, go to 009/BI211. 

009 BI11211 Ask if 008/BI311=2. 

[Hello (if non-Muslim) / Assalamulaikum (if Muslim)], my name is [interviewer name], and I'm calling from 

Universiti Sains Malaysia on behalf of an international group of researchers from universities and research 

institutions in several countries.   

 

We are conducting an important national survey on health issues in Malaysia. The survey is mainly about 

smoking. We are interested in finding out how things that happen in our country affect smoking. The survey 

asks about smoking, your views on smoking, and on your awareness of a range of things that are happening in 

the community. We are looking for smokers and non-smokers who would be willing to be interviewed every 12 

to 18 months. 

 

Can I ask you a few questions to see whether anyone in your house qualifies for the survey? I would like to ask 
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you about the members and happenings in your household. This enumeration will only take a few minutes and 

all responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 

1   Yes 

2   No (refusal) 

3   Appointment. 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE HH ENUMERATION ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

"The questions about household members will take between 5 to 10 minutes." 

 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE SURVEY ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

If adult quota open: "The adult survey takes about 60 minutes, depending on the answers and adult respondents 

who take part in it will receive a token of appreciation for their time. We are also interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail." 

If adult quota full: "We have fulfilled the quota for adult respondents but we are interested in youth living in the 

household. The survey for youth is self-administered and it will be by mail, and they will receive a token of 

appreciation for their time.” 

If response=1, go to 012/BI309. 

If response=2, go to 011/BI308. 

If response=3, go to 010/BI251. 

010 BI11251 Ask if 009/BI211=3. 

What would be a better time to call back, to ask these questions? 

1   Willing to make appointment 

2   Refuses to make appointment 

If need to talk to someone else who is currently unavailable, say: Could you please tell me their name so 

that I know whom to ask for? 

If response=1, record callback info and terminate call. 

If response=2, go to 011/BI308. 

011 BI11308 Ask if 009/BI211=2 or 010/BI251=2. 

If necessary: See Help Screens for additional background information. 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers throughout 

the world.  It is important to obtain a good representative sample.   

  

If adult quota open: We do send a cheque of [payment] as a token of appreciation for the [survey length] 

survey. Could I ask you a few questions to see if anyone in your household is eligible? 

1   MKI (most knowledgeable individual) continues to refuse 

2   MKI agrees to answer questions 

3   MKI wants to make an appointment 

If response=1, go to 016/BI202.  

If response=2, go to 012/BI309. 

If response=3, record callback info and terminate. 

012 BI11309 Ask if 008/BI311=2. 

Thank you. I first need to ask a few questions about the household for enumeration purposes in order to select 

eligible household members for the survey. 
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013 BI11470 Ask if 008/BI311=2. 

If MKI skips or refuses any question within [essential question ranges], say: 

I'm sorry, but we really need as much information as possible about the members of your household, so 

everyone can be included in the random selection of respondents. 

Interviewer Note: Consult with supervisor before terminating due to any non-responses. 

014 BI11320 Ask if 002/BI208=1 or 007/BI310=2 or 003/BI212=1 or 004/BI213=1. 

How many people aged 18 or older live in your household, including yourself? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

If refuses, say: This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers 

throughout the world. We will be offering each participant a cheque in appreciation for their time. This enumeration 

will only take a few minutes and all responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 

  

If doesn’t know, say: Could I speak with someone who does know? [If yes, return to previous screen and 

choose "Get new MKI"] 

If response=0, go to 269/BI901 (CS19). 

If response=88 or 99, go to 269/BI901 (CS18). 

Otherwise, go to 015/AI507. 

015 AI11507 Ask all. 

In order to make sure that the cheque is sent to you if someone is eligible, we would need a mailing address. 

Could you give us an address? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If refuses, say: This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers 

throughout the world. We will be offering each participant a cheque in appreciation for their time. This enumeration 

will only take a few minutes and all responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 016/BI202. 

Otherwise, go to 019/DE851. 

016 BI11202 Ask if 007/BI310=1 or 015/AI507=2, 8 or 9. 

I understand, thank you. But if you would, could you help us by answering just two very short questions? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

If response=1, go to 017/BI318.  

If response=2, go to 269/BI901 (CS18). 

017 BI11318 Ask if 016/BI202=1 and 014/BI320=77. 

How many people aged 18 or older live in your household, including yourself? 
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77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

If response=0, go to 269/BI901 (CS19). 

If response>0, go to 018/BI326. 

If response=88 or 99, go to 269/BI901 (CS18). 

018 BI11326 Ask if 017/BI318>0 or 014/BI320>0. 

017/BI318 or 014/BI320=1:   Do you currently smoke cigarettes? 

017/BI318 or 014/BI320>1:   How many of the [BI318/BI320] people, including yourself, currently smoke 

cigarettes either daily or less than every day? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

This could be any form of cigarette (manufactured or roll-your-own) but excludes pipes, cigars and marijuana. 

If response>BI318 or 014/BI320, show Interviewer Reminder: “You have entered more SMOKERS 18+ 

than there are people 18+ in the household. Check data entry and/or re-ask question.” 

If response=0, go to 269/BI901 (CS20). 

If response>0 and <=BI318 or 014/BI320, go to 269/BI901 (CS22). 

If response=88 or 99, go to 269/BI901 (CS18). 

019 DE11851 How many people between the ages of 13 and 17 are currently living in your household? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

If refuses, say: This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers 

throughout the world. The opinions of youth are of particular interest to our researchers. We will be offering 

participants a cheque in appreciation of their time. 

If response=0, and adult quota open, go to AdName1 and repeat enumeration sequence 

(AdName1-Select1) [014/BI320] times. 

If response=0, adult quota closed, thank and terminate. 

If response=88 or 99, go to 269/BI901 (CS19). 

Otherwise, go to AdName1 and repeat enumeration sequence (AdName1-Select1) [014/BI320] times. 

020 AdName1 First repeat: Can you tell me your full name? 

Repeats 2 and following: Can you tell me the next adult person's full name? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If Refuses: Can I ask for a nickname, or a way to identify [you/him/her] if [you/he/she] [are/is] selected for the 

survey? 
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021a AdRelat1 Assign MKI to the first person enumerated. 

Repeats 2 and following: What is [next person's] relation to you? 

0   MKI 

1   Head 

2   Spouse 

3   Son 

4   Son-in-law 

5   Daughter 

6   Daughter-in-law 

7   Brother 

8   Sister 

9   Brother-in-law 

10   Sister-in-law 

11   Grandchild 

12   Mother 

13   Father 

14   Mother-in-law 

15   Father-in-law 

16   Grandfather 

17   Grandmother 

18   Nephew 

19   Niece 

20   Other family relative 

21   Housekeeper 

22   Non relative 

23   Other 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

021b AdRelat1o Ask if AdRelat1=20 or 23. 

Other (specify). 

022 SexMF1 Record sex -- Ask if unsure. 

1   Male 

2   Female 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

023 SmStat1 Do you/ Does [name] smoke at least once a week? 

1   Yes (Smokes weekly or more frequently) 

2   No (Smokes less than weekly or not at all) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

024 DOB1 What is [your/name's] date of birth? 

Birth date (dd/mm/yyyy): 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

025 Age1 Derived variable-Age 

Ensure age is calculated using MONTH of date of birth and MONTH of interview date 

026 Resid1 [Are you/Is name] a full-time resident of this household? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

027 Select1 First repeat: Do you have any health barriers that would prevent you from participating in a 60 minute 

telephone survey? 

 

Repeats 2 and following: Does [name] have any health or language barriers that would prevent [him/her] from 

participating in a 60 minute telephone survey? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

End of adult enumeration sequence. 

If 019/DE851>0, go to YoName1 and repeat youth enumeration sequence (YoName1--YoSelect1) 

[DE851] times. 

Otherwise, go to 036/DE812. 

028 YoName1 Now we would like to ask about all the youth in your household between the ages of 13 and 17. 

First repeat: Can you tell me the first youth’s full name? 

Repeats 2 and following: Can you tell me the next youth’s full name? 

029a YoRelat1 What is [name's] relation to you? 

1   Head 

2   Spouse 

3   Son 

4   Son-in-law 

5   Daughter 

6   Daughter-in-law 

7   Brother 

8   Sister 
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9   Brother-in-law 

10   Sister-in-law 

11   Grandchild 

12   Mother 

13   Father 

14   Mother-in-law 

15   Father-in-law 

16   Grandfather 

17   Grandmother 

18   Nephew 

19   Niece 

20   Other family relative 

21   Housekeeper 

22   Non-relative 

23   Other 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

029b YoRelat1o Ask if YoRelat1=20 or 23. 

Other (specify). 

030 YSexMF1 Record sex -- Ask if unsure. 

1   Male 

2   Female 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

031 YSmStat1 Does [name] smoke at least once a week? 

1   Yes (Smokes weekly or more frequently) 

2   No (Smokes less than weekly or not at all) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

032 YoDOB1 What is [name's] date of birth? 

Birth date (dd/mm/yyyy): 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

033 YoAge1 How old is [name]? 

034 YResid1 Is [name] a full-time resident of this household? 

1   Yes 
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2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

035 YSelect1 Does [name] have any health or language barriers that would prevent [him/her] from participating in a 

self-administered survey? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

End of youth enumeration sequence. 

036 DE11812 Ask all. 

Are there any children under the age of 13 currently living in your household? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If asked why, say: We will not interview children under the age of 13, but we would like to ask the number of 

children in each age group. 

If response=1, go to 037/DE817. 

Otherwise, go to 039/DE788. 

037 DE11817 Ask if 036/DE812=1. 

How many children under the age of 13 are currently living in your household? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

If response=1, go to 038a/DE821. 

If response>1 and <88, go to 040/DE831. 

Otherwise, go to 039/DE788. 

038a DE11821 Ask if 037/DE817=1. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

Is this child . . . ? 

1   Under the age of 1 

2   Between 1 and 5 years old, or 

3   Between 6 and 12 years old 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Go to 039/DE788. 
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038b DE11841 Ask if 037/DE817>1. 

Ask each question below, until total is reached. 

How many are between 1 and 5 years old? 

Enter number. 

038c DE11846 How many are between 6 and 12 years old? 

If 037/DE817 not =(DE831 + 038b/DE841 + 038c/DE846) and not (Can't Say Or Refused), say: 

You mentioned there were [037/DE817] children in the household . . .  

But you have said there are [040/DE831] under the age of 1,  

[038b/DE841] between 1 and 5 years old, and 

[038c/DE846] between 6 and 12 years old, – a total of (040/DE831 + 038b/DE841 + DE846).   

I need to ask you those questions again. 

039 DE11788 Thank you for the information. It's very helpful for ensuring that the survey gives accurate results. 

If adult quota closed and no youth is eligible, go to 056a/BI933. 

If no eligible youth or adults, go to 056b/BI950. 

If (no eligible adults or adult quota closed) and there is eligible youth, go to 042/BI274. 

Otherwise, go to 045/BI369. 

040 DE11831 Ask if 037/DE817>1. 

Ask each question below, until total is reached. 

How many are under the age of 1? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

041 houseCmp (Derived variable: Household composition) 

042 BI11274 Ask if 1+ youth eligible for survey (1+ youth for whom Yresid=1 and Yselect=2). 

If adult quota open and there are eligible adults: We have a telephone survey for adults, which I will 

explain in a minute. But we also have a separate survey for youth. The youth survey is mailed out and it is 

self-administered. 

If adult quota closed: We have filled our quota of adults but we have a special survey for youth. The youth 

survey is mailed out and it is self-administered. 

If adult quota open but no eligible adults: Our computer system shows that with the information that you 

have provided, no adults are eligible in your household. But we also have a separate survey for youth. The 

youth survey is mailed out and it is self-administered. 

  

All: Would it be all right if we sent the youth survey to one randomly-selected youth in your household? We 

include a written consent which both the youth and a parent/guardian must sign. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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If asks which youth, reply: The random selection will be known in a minute. But we do include a written consent 

which both the youth and a parent/guardian must sign. 

If response=1, go to 045/BI369. 

Otherwise, go to 043/BI437. 

043 BI11437 Ask if 042/BI274=2, 8 or 9. 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers throughout 

the world. We will be offering each participant a cheque for [youth payment] in appreciation for their time. 

Would you be willing to allow [selected youth] to participate? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

If response=1, go to 044/BI278. 

If response=2, go to 053/BI371. 

044 BI11278 Ask if 042/BI274=1 or 043/BI437=1. 

Thank you. The survey for [selected youth] will be sent out this week. 

If N=0, go to 269/BI901. 

If N>0, go to 045/BI369. 

045 BI11369 (CATI displays [N] selected ADULT names, based on enumeration data) 

N=BI369 response. 

046 BI11386 Ask if adult quota open and 045/BI369>0. 

Now, about the adult survey… Adult respondents from your household for the telephone survey have been 

selected by our computer program.  

 

The computer program has selected [N] people in your household to participate. They are [name#1], [name 

#2], [name #3]… 

If asks how people are selected, say:  We need to select people at random. This helps us to ensure that we 

have a representative sample. The computer is programmed to do this for us, to ensure randomness. 

  

If asks why more than one female, say:  We would like to interview all the female smokers we can, because 

there are fewer of them than male smokers. This allows us to have more similar numbers of males and females in 

our study. 

  

If refuses, say: This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers 

throughout the world.  We will be offering participants a cheque for 40 Ringgit in appreciation for their time.  Could 

we call back to ask them a few questions to see if they are eligible for the study ? 

047 BI11387 Ask if adult quota open and 045/BI369>0. 

045/BI369=1: Is [name] available now to complete a 60 minute survey? 

045/BI369>1: Are any of these household members available now to complete a 60 minute survey? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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048 BI11388 Ask if 047/BI387=1 and 045/BI369>1. 

Who is available? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Interviewer Select the name of first eligible respondent who is available now. 

049 MaleReach

1 

Ask if 047/BI387=2 or if male respondent not available at 048/BI388. 

When would be the best time to call [name]? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

050 FemaleRea

ch1 

Ask if 047/BI387=2 or for each female respondent not available at 048/BI388. 

When would be the best time to call [name #1]? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Repeat for [name #2], [name #3]… 

051 NewPhone

1 

Ask all. 

What is the best number to reach [name#1]? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Repeat for [name #2], [name #3]… 

052 BI11395 Interviewer: Print this Screen! 

 

Enumeration Record Number: 

 

Selected Male: 

Selected Female 1: 

Selected Female 2: 

Selected Female 3: 

Selected Female 4: 

Selected Female 5: 

Selected Female 6: 

Selected Female 7: 

Selected Female 8: 

Selected Female 9: 

Selected Female 10: 
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053 BI11371 Ask all. 

If adult quota closed or no eligible adults or 047/BI387=2: go to 269/BI901. 

If adult quota is open and there is eligible adult and 047/BI387=1: May I please speak to [selected 

adult]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

If adult quota open and 047/BI387=1 and response=1, go to 059/BI208a. 

If adult quota open and 047/BI387=1 response=2, go to 054/BI461. 

If adult quota closed or no eligible adults or 047/BI387=2, go to 269/BI901. 

054 BI11461 Ask if 053/BI371=2. 

When can I call back to ask them a few questions, to see if they are eligible for the study? 

1   Gets eligible adult now 

2   Refuses to get adult or make appointment 

3   Make appointment 

If response=1, go to 057/BI900. 

If response=2, go to 055/BI460. 

If response=3, make appointment. 

055 BI11460 Ask if 054/BI461=2. 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers throughout 

the world. We do send a cheque for [adult payment] to participants to thank them for their participation. 

1   Yes 

2   No (refusal) 

3   Appointment. 

If necessary, say: Could we call back to ask them a few questions to see if they are eligible for the study? 

If response=1, go to 059/BI208a. 

If response=2, go to 269/BI901 (CS28). 

If response=3, make appointment. 

056a BI11933 Ask if (019/DE851=0, 88 or 99) and adult quota is full. 

Thank you for participating in the enumeration.  We have filled our quota of adults; however we may contact 

you for a follow-up survey in the next 12 to 18 months. 

Go to 269/BI901 (insert disposition for quota full). 

056b BI11950 Ask if (019/DE851=0, 88 or 99) and no eligible adults. 

Thank you for participating in the enumeration. Our computer system shows that with the information that you 

have provided, no adults are eligible in your household. 

Go to 269/BI901 (insert appropriate disposition). 

057 BI11900 Thank you. 

End of Enumeration survey. 

  ADULT SMOKER SCREENER SECTION 

058 BI11201 Ask if calling to start an interview after enumeration completed. 

[Hello (if non-Muslim) / Assalamulaikum (if Muslim)], my name is [interviewer name] from Universiti Sains 
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Malaysia. Could I please speak to [participant name]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

If response=1, go to 059/BI208a.  

If response=2, go to 055/BI460. 

059 BI11208a Ask all. 

Hello, I'm calling from Universiti Sains Malaysia regarding a phone survey on smoking. The survey is being 

conducted by an international group of researchers from universities and research institutions in several 

countries. We are calling to ask whether you would be willing to answer the survey that takes about [survey 

length], this year and again in 12-18 months time. 

1   Continue; respondent on phone 

2   Respondent refuses interview 

3   Unable to continue 

If response=1, go to 065/BI332. 

If response=2, go to 063/BI425. 

If response=3, go to 061/BI971. 

060 BI11526a Read the script if the respondent asks for more information about the survey: 

a) IMPORTANCE OF SURVEY – WHO IS DOING IT 

This is a comprehensive survey of smokers and non-smokers in Malaysia and other countries that has to do with 

beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, and behavior about tobacco use. It is being carried out by researchers from 

University of Waterloo, Canada, and the Universiti Sains Malaysia.  

  

This project is funded by an ongoing grant from the US National Cancer Institutes. A major goal of the survey is 

to examine how smokers in Malaysia differ or are the same in their views towards smoking. 

  

B) WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?  

We will talk to you on the telephone for about [survey length] and we think you will find the questions quite 

interesting. In addition, we will send you a cheque for [adult payment] in appreciation of your involvement in 

this survey. 

061 BI11971 Ask if 059/BI208a=3. 

Enter reason for being unable to continue. 

1   Household refusal to get respondent 

2   Respondent is unavailable this wave 

3   New respondent phone number given 

4   No new respondent phone number given 

5   Respondent calls to withdraw (supervisor use only) 

Go to 269/BI901. 

062 BI11214 Ask if calling back to continue the interview. 

Hello (if not Muslim) / Assalamualaikum (if Muslim], my name is _________ and I am from Universiti Sains 

Malaysia. May I speak to [name of respondent].  

 

When informant is on the line: I am calling regarding the survey on smoking that we started but did not 
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complete. Would you be available now to finish the survey? 

1   Yes 

2   No (refusal) 

3   Appointment. 

If response=1, go to 065/BI332. 

If response=2, go to 063/BI425. 

If response=3, go to 064/BI241. 

063 BI11425 Ask if 059/BI208a=2 or 062/BI214=2. 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers throughout 

the world. We do send a cheque for [adult payment] as a token of appreciation for the 60 minute survey. 

  

Will you help us now by completing the survey today? 

We can arrange another time for you to complete the survey, if this time is not convenient. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Time is not convenient 

If response = 1, go to 065/BI332 

If response = 2, go to 269/BI901 (refusal) 

If response = 3, go to 064/BI241 

064 BI11241 Ask if 062/BI214 or 063/BI425=3. 

When would be a more convenient time to complete the survey? 

1   Scheduled 

2   Not scheduled 

If response=1, record callback info and terminate. 

If response=2, go to 269/BI901 (CS18). 

065 BI11332 Ask if 059/BI208a=1 or 063/BI425=1 or 062/BI214=1. 

First I need to ask a few questions in order to check your eligibility for our survey. 

Interviewer Note: If respondent is disqualified because of mental or physical health or language barrier then say:  

"Thank you for your time." Contact supervisor immediately. 

066 BI11365 Ask if respondent under 18. 

Thank you for your time and assistance but we need to make sure people are aged 18 years or older for this 

important study. 

 

Can we speak to [next selected adult]. 

Go to 269/BI901 (ineligible because too young or age unknown). 

067 BIRTH Ask all. 

What is your date of birth? 

___ ___ / ___ ___ / ___ ___ ___ ___ 

   D   D      M   M     Y    Y     Y    Y 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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Interviewer Note: If respondent does not know, say: “Could you look at your Identity Card and read out the first six 

digits?” The first 6 digits of the identity card number are the respondent’s birthday in reverse order (YYMMDD). 

If respondent 18 or older, go to Age. 

If respondent too young, go to 066/BI365. 

If 88 or 99, go to 066/BI365 (CS30). 

068a Age Derived variable — age at recruitment (continuous). 

068b AgeGrp 1   18-24 

2   25-39 

3   40-54 

4   55 and up 

Derived variable — age at recruitment (categories). 

069 BI11345 Ask all. 

Have you smoked 100 or more cigarettes over your lifetime? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need 

this information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we 

cannot continue the interview." 

If response=1, go to 071/FR211. 

If response=2, go to 070/BI941. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 070/BI941 (CS31). 

070 BI11941 Ask if 069/BI345<>1. 

Thank you for your time and assistance, but our survey requires that our respondents have smoked at least 100 

cigarettes in their lifetime. 

Terminate call. 

071 FR11211 Ask all. 

Do you smoke every day or less than every day, including both factory-made and hand-rolled cigarettes? 

1   Every day 

2   Less than every day 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need 

this information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we 

cannot continue the interview." 

If response=1, go to 072/FR216. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 075/BI751 (CS31). 

Otherwise, go to 073/FR221. 
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072 FR11216 Ask if 071/FR211=1. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each day, including both factory-made and hand-rolled 

cigarettes? 

[Interviewer Note: Enter number of cigarettes. If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) choose midpoint 

and round up if necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0).] 

 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY: 

"I'm sorry, but we need this information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this 

question, I'm afraid we cannot continue the interview." 

If response>0, go to 076a/FR309v. 

If response=88 or 99, go to 075/BI751 (CS31). 

Otherwise, go to 073/FR221. 

073 FR11221 Ask if 071/FR211<>1. 

Do you smoke at least once a week? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need 

this information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we 

cannot continue the interview." 

If response=1, go to 074/FR226.  

Otherwise, go to 075/BI751 (CS31). 

074 FR11226 Ask if 073/FR221=1. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each week? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

[Interviewer Note: Enter number of cigarettes. If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) choose midpoint 

and round up if necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0).] 

 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY: 

"I'm sorry, but we need this information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this 

question, I'm afraid we cannot continue the interview." 

If response>0, go to 076a/FR309v. 

If response=88 or 99, go to 075/BI751 (CS31). 

Otherwise, go to 075/BI751. 

075 BI11751 Ask if 073/FR221<>1. 

Thank you for your time and assistance, but our survey requires that our respondents smoke at least weekly. 

Terminate call. 
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076a FR11309v (Derived variable -- smoking status at recruitment) 

 

1    Daily smoker (if 071/FR211=1) 

2    Weekly smoker (if 073/FR221=1) 

076b FR11245v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (continuous)) 

076c FR11250v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (categories), calculated from 076b/FR245v) 

0   1-10 cigarettes 

1   11-20 cigarettes 

2   21-30 cigarettes 

3   More than 31 cigarettes 

  CONSENT SECTION 

077 BI11260 Ask all. 

Thank you. This is a comprehensive survey of smokers in Malaysia and other countries that has to do with beliefs, 

attitudes, knowledge, and behavior about tobacco use. It is being carried out by researchers from University of 

Waterloo, Canada, and the Universiti Sains Malaysia.  

 

This project is funded by an ongoing grant from the US National Cancer Institutes. A major goal of the survey is to 

examine how smokers in Malaysia differ or are the same in their views towards smoking. 

We will talk to you on the telephone for about [survey length] and we think you will find the questions quite 

interesting. In addition, we will send you a cheque for [adult payment] in appreciation of your involvement in 

this survey. 

078 BI11235 Ask all. 

All personal information you provide is treated as strictly confidential, subject to legal requirements and limitations. 

It will be held in secure storage and password protected at the University of Waterloo and only be accessed by this 

research team. Any identifying information about you will be removed before the data are securely stored, so that 

your answers cannot be linked back to you. After two years, the survey data, but not your name or other identifying 

information, will be shared with authorized researchers in other countries, as it will be used to make comparisons of 

smoking behaviour and attitudes across countries. 

Would you be willing to answer the 60-minute survey today and then again in 12-18 months? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Time is not convenient 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

See HelpScreens for answers to any questions about follow-up surveys and contacts. 

If response=1, go to 080/FR118. 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 079/BI439. 

If response=3, make appointment and terminate. 

079 BI11439 Ask if 078/BI235=2, 8 or 9. 
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We understand how you feel. We really appreciate your participation. The difference between this and most 

other surveys is that this is an international research project and we are talking to the same people a number of 

times to better understand what affects their opinions and smoking behaviour. This is why your participation is 

so important to us. 

 

Can we just start with a few questions and see how it goes? (If hesitates, say) Or would another time be better? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Another time would be better 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 080/FR118.  

If response=2, go to 269/BI901 (CS27). 

If response=3, make appointment and terminate. 

080 FR11118 Ask all. 

At what age did you smoke your first cigarette? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

[Interviewer Note:  Enter age.] 

081 FR11326 Ask all. 

Now some questions about your current smoking. 

Do you smoke factory-made cigarettes, hand-rolled cigarettes, or both? 

1   Factory-made only 

2   Hand-rolled only 

3   Both 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, go to 084/FR323. 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 087/BR001. 

082 FR11333 Ask if 081/FR326=3. 

Do you smoke mainly factory-made or mainly hand-rolled cigarettes (tobacco leaf)? 

1   Mainly factory-made 

2   Mainly hand-rolled  -- tobacco leaf 

3   About the same 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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083 FR11328 Ask if 081/FR326=3. 

Are you currently smoking factory-made or hand-rolled cigarettes? 

1   Factory-made cigarettes 

2   Hand-rolled cigarettes 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

084 FR11323 Ask if 081/FR326=2 or 082/FR333=2 or 083/FR328=2. 

For how long have you been smoking hand-rolled cigarettes? 

1   Less than 1 year 

2   1 to 5 years 

3   6 to 10 years 

4   More than 10 years 

5   Only ever smoked hand-rolled cigarettes 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

085 BR11238 Ask if 081/FR326=2 or 082/FR333=2 or 083/FR328=2. 

Now some questions about your smoking this tobacco. 

What do you roll the tobacco in? 

1   Special hand-rolling paper 

2   Other sorts of paper 

3   A leaf 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

086a FR11359 

(Prev. 

BR11635) 

Ask if 081/FR326=2 or 082/FR333=2 or 083/FR328=2. 

[Interviewer Note: Read out reasons.  Select all that apply.] 

In choosing hand-rolled cigarettes over factory-made ones, was part of your decision based on any of the following: 

How they taste? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

086b FR11355 

(Prev. 

BR11625) 

The price you need to pay for them? 

086c FR11351 

(Prev. 

BR11615) 

They may not be as bad for your health? 
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087 BR11001 Ask all. 

I need to get some information about the cigarettes you are currently smoking. Do you have a pack you could 

look at, just to get some information? If NOT, just tell me what you can remember about it. 

1   Yes, respondent has pack 

2   No, respondent does not have pack 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

088 BR11231o Ask all. 

087/BR001=1: What is its brand name? 

087/BR001<>1: What is the brand name of the cigarettes you are currently smoking?   

_______________________ 

1   No brand name 

2   Unsure about brand name 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note: Also record any variant, but don't probe if does not know.] 

089 BR11307 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  If already mentioned under brand/ variant, just record the answer.  Otherwise, ask question 

but don't read out options -- just prompt as required.] 

Does it have a special flavour? 

1   None 

2   Menthol 

3   Cloves 

4   Cappuccino 

5   Other (specify below) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

090 BR11307o Ask if 089/BR307=5. 

What other flavour?  ________________________ 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

091 BR11315 Ask if 081/FR326=1 or 083/FR328=1. 

Are the cigarettes filtered? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

092 WL11215 Ask if 087/BR001=1. 

Is there a warning message with a picture and text on the pack? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 094a/WL216. 

093 WL11217 Ask if 092/WL215<>1. 

Is there any health warning message on the pack, anywhere? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 096a/PU321a. 

094a WL11216 Ask if 092/WL215=1 or 093/WL217=1. 

Can you read out the warning message for me? 

1   Cigarette causes Gangrene (Rokok penyebab gangren) 

2   Cigarette causes Mouth Cancer (Rokok penyebab cancer mulut) 

3   Cigarette causes Premature Birth (Rokok penyebab kelahiran bayi pra-matang) 

4   Cigarette causes Lung Cancer (Rokok penyebab cancer paru-paru) 

5   Cigarette causes Neck Cancer (Rokok penyebab cancer leher) 

6   Cigarette causes Miscarriage (Rokok penyebab keguguran janin) 

7   Other (specify below) 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

094b WL11216o Ask if 094a/WL216=7. 

Specify other warning message: __________________________________________ 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

095 WL11218 Ask if 092/WL215=1 or 093/WL217=1. 

Where is the health warning message on the pack? 

1   Front 

2   Back 

3   Both front and back 

4   Side of pack 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

096a PU11321a Ask if (081/FR326=1 or 083/FR328=1) and 087/BR001=1. 

What is the pack size?  Specify number of cigarettes _____. 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

096b PU11321b Ask if (081/FR326=2 or 083/FR328=2) and 087/BR001=1. 

What is the pack size?  Enter weight in grams _________. 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

097 BR11325 

(Prev. 

BR11303) 

Ask if (081/FR326=1 or 083/FR328=1) and 087/BR001=1. 

Is it the standard length? 

1   Standard length 

2   Non-standard length 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

098 BR11314 

(Prev. 

BR11313) 

Ask if (081/FR326=1 or 083/FR328=1) and 087/BR001=1. 

Does the cigarette pack have any of the following stamps. . . ? 

1   Blue tax stamp 

2   Pink tax stamp 

3   Security ink with diamond logo 

4   None 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

099a BR11318 Ask if (081/FR326=1 or 083/FR328=1) and 087/BR001=1. 

What is the predominant background colour of the pack? 

1   Red 

2   Green 

3   White 

4   Blue 

5   Gold 

6   Other (specify below) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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Interviewer note:  If the pack has more than one dominant colour, tell the respondent to choose the colour that 

differentiates this variety from other varieties with the same brand name (e.g. light vs menthol). 

099b BR11318o Ask if 099a/BR318=6. 

Specify other _________________________________________. 

100 BR11344 Ask if (081/FR326=1 or 083/FR328=1) and 087/BR001=1. 

Can you read me the numbers from the barcode on the package? The bar code has white and black lines; do 

you see it? Can you please read me ALL the numbers that appear below it, including any small numbers on 

either side of the bar code? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Enter bar code. 

101a BR11636 Ask all. 

Now some questions about things that influence your choice of cigarettes. 

 

In choosing [current brand], was part of your decision to smoke this brand based on any of the following . . . 

How they taste? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

101b BR11626 The price you need to pay for them? 

101c BR11616 They may not be as bad for your health? 

101d BR11623 Your friends smoke this brand? 

101e BR11620 You have always smoked them? 

102 LM11201 Ask all. 

Would you describe your current brand of cigarettes as any of: Light, mild or low tar? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note:  Code "yes" if any of these descriptors apply.] 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 104a/BR700. 

If response=1, enter 105/LM211=1 and skip LM211. 

103a LM11202 Ask if 102/LM201=1. 

[Interviewer note:  Read out the first three response options if necessary.  If person has already mentioned the 

term in 102/LM201, enter the response here.  If gives a combination of terms not shown in the list, record under 

"other".] 
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Which term would you use?  Or does more than one apply? 

1   Light 

2   Mild 

3   Low tar 

4   Light or mild (more than one term applies) 

5   All 

6   Other (specify below) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

103b LM11202o Ask if 103a/LM202=6. 

Specify other _________________________________________. 

104a BR11700 Ask all. 

Is [088/BR231o] your USUAL brand of cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   No usual brand 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, go to 104b/BR700o. 

Otherwise go to 105/LM211. 

104b BR11700o Ask if 104a/BR700=2. 

What is your usual brand?  _________________________________________________ 

[Interviewer Note:  Write "No brand" if their USUAL tobacco (including hand-rolled) does not have a brand.] 

105 LM11211 Ask if 102/LM201<>1. 

Have you ever tried cigarettes that used to be described as light, mild or low-tar? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

106 LM11701 Ask if 089/BR307<>2. 

Have you ever smoked menthol cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

107a SB11011a Ask all. 

071/FR211=1: How soon after waking do you usually have your first cigarette? Would that be minutes or hours? 
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071/FR211<>1: On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first cigarette? Would 

that be minutes or hours? 

How many minutes? ___________ 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

107b SB11011b _______  hours 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

108 SB11031 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes?  Would you say . . . 

1   Not at all addicted 

2   Somewhat addicted 

3   Very addicted 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

109 SB11041 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How hard would you find it to go without smoking for a whole day? 

1   Not at all hard 

2   Somewhat hard 

3   Very hard 

4   Extremely hard 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

110a SB11203 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

The following questions ask you about how often you've had certain thoughts in the last month.  In the last month, 

how often, if at all, did you . . . 

Think about how much you enjoy smoking? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note:  "In the last month" means "recently".  We do not mean a precise month.] 

110b SB11205 Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to you? 

110c SB11207 Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to other people? 

110d BQ11140 Think seriously/ hard about quitting smoking? 

110e SB11211 Think about the money you spend on smoking? 

111 SB11221 Ask all. 

In the last month, have you stubbed out a cigarette before you finished it because you thought about the harm 

of smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

112 QA11101 Ask all. 

Have you ever tried to quit smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 118a/KN221. 

113 QA11106 Ask if 112/QA101=1. 

How many times have you ever tried to quit smoking? 

 

77   Not applicable 

88   Refused 

98   More than 10 

99   Don't Know 

114a QA11445a Ask if 112/QA101=1. 

Thinking about your last quit attempt -- when did it start? 

(number of days ago) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

[Interviewer note: This is about cigarettes, but not other smoked tobacco.  If in the process of answering these 

questions, the respondent asks about non-cigarette smoking, say that RYO and other things they consider to be 

equivalent to cigarettes are considered as cigarettes, but other smoked products are not.  One can quit cigarettes 

and still smoke other products (we find out whether they do later in the survey)]. 
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114b QA11445b (number of weeks ago) 

114c QA11445c (number of months ago) 

114d QA11445d (number of years ago) 

115a QA11231a Ask if 112/QA101=1. 

How long ago did your last serious quit attempt end? 

(number of days ago) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

115b QA11231aa Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 112/QA101=1. 

Do not read out time units. 

You mentioned in your previous interview that you have tried to quit smoking before. How long ago did your most 

recent serious quit attempt END? 

(weeks) 

115c QA11231b Ask if 112/QA101=1. 

How long ago did your last serious quit attempt end? 

(number of months ago) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

115d QA11231c (number of years ago) 

116a QA11235a Ask if 112/QA101=1. 

[Interviewer Note:  Don't read out response options.   

Smoke-free means "how long quit" or "how long not smoked for".] 

Thinking about your last quit attempt -- how long did you stay smoke-free? 

(number of days) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

116b QA11235b (number of weeks) 

116c QA11235c (number of months) 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

116d QA11235v (Derived variable:  Days smokefree on most recent attempt.) 
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777   Not applicable 

117 QA11671 Ask if 112/QA101=1. 

On your most recent quit attempt, did you stop smoking suddenly or did you gradually cut down on the number 

of cigarettes you smoked? 

1   Stopped suddenly 

2   Gradually cut down 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

118a KN11221 Ask all. 

I am going to read you a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking cigarettes.  

Based on what you know or believe, does smoking cause . . . 

Stroke in smokers (blood clots in the brain)? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

118b KN11231 Impotence in male smokers? 

118c KN11103 Premature ageing? 

118d KN11259 

(Prev. 

KN11256) 

Mouth cancer in smokers? 

118e KN11249 Heart failure? 

118f KN11240 HIV/AIDS? 

118g KN11247 Gangrene (Parts of the body, usually the feet, lose feelings, turn black and start to decay)? 

118h KN11245 Miscarriage (of a baby)? 

119 KN11431 Ask all. 

Are each of the following statements true or false? 

Filters reduce the harmfulness of cigarettes (eliminate some of the bad things). 

1   True 

2   False 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

120 KN11440 Ask all. 

Are each of the following statements true or false? 

Cigarettes contain the chemical nicotine. 

1   True 

2   False 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 122/KN434. 

121 KN11441 Ask if 120/KN440=1. 

Are each of the following statements true or false? 

The nicotine in cigarettes is the chemical that causes most of the cancer. 

1   True 

2   False 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

122 KN11434 Ask all. 

Are hand-rolled cigarettes more or less harmful than factory-made cigarettes, or are they equally harmful to 

health? 

1   Hand-rolled are more harmful 

2   Equally harmful 

3   Hand-rolled are less harmful 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

123 WL11201 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

In the last month, how often, if at all, have you NOTICED health warnings on cigarette packages? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

5   Don't know about warnings     (Don't read out) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, 5, 8 or 9, go to 136/AD701. 

124 WL11211 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

In the last month, how often, if at all, have you read or looked closely at the health warnings on cigarette 

packages? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

5   Can't read    (Don't read out) 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

125 WL11221 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

In the last month, have the health warnings stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to 

smoke one?  Would you say . . . 

1   Never 

2   Once 

3   A few times 

4   Many times 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

126 WL11313 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

In the last month, have you made any effort to avoid looking at or thinking about the health warnings such as 

covering them up, keeping them out of sight, using a cig case, avoiding certain warnings, or any other means? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

127 WL11411 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

To what extent, if at all, do the health warnings make you think about the health risks (health dangers) of 

smoking? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   Somewhat 

4   A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

128 WL11421 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

To what extent, if at all, do the health warnings on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   Somewhat 

4   A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

129 WL11425 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How do the new health warnings make you feel?  Do they make you feel . . . 

1   Very alarmed 

2   Somewhat alarmed 

3   Neither alarmed nor calm 

4   Somewhat calm 

5   Very calm 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

130 WL11424 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How do the new health warnings make you feel?  Are the feelings . . . 

1   Very unpleasant 

2   Somewhat unpleasant 

3   Neither unpleasant nor pleasant 

4   Somewhat pleasant 

5   Very pleasant 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

131 WL11426 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How realistic do you think the new health warnings are? 

1   Not at all realistic 

2   A little realistic 

3   Somewhat realistic 

4   Very realistic 

5   Extremely realistic 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

132 WL11427 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How do the new health warnings make you feel?  Do they make you  . . . 

1   Extremely worried 

2   Very worried 

3   Somewhat worried 

4   A little worried 
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5   Not worried at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

133 WL11475 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

There is also information written on the pack about toxins or chemicals that are harmful to health. How often do 

you think about this information? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

5   Can't read    (Don't read out) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

134 WL11452 Ask if 123/WL201=2-4. 

As far as you know, is there a telephone number on the pack? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 136/AD701. 

135 WL11453 Ask if 134/WL452=1. 

Is that for services to help you quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

136 AD11701 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Now I want to ask you some questions about other things that discourage smoking. 

In the last 6 months, how often, if at all, have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the 

dangers of smoking or encourages quitting? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

5   Can't read    (Don't read out) 

7   Not applicable 
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8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

137a AD11711 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out each statement.] 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or 

encourages quitting in any of the following places?    

Have you noticed anti-smoking advertising . . . 

On television? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

137b AD11716 On radio? 

137c AD11725 On posters? 

137d AD11726 On billboards? 

137e AD11731 In newspapers or magazines? 

137f AD11721 At the cinema? 

137g AD11736 On [shop/ store] windows or inside [shops/ stores] where you buy tobacco? 

137h AD11741 On cigarette packs? 

138 AD11100 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months, have you seen or heard anything about the 'Tak Nak' anti-smoking campaign ? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Never heard of it 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

139 AD11940 Ask all. 

Now I will describe 4 scenes from the “Don’t break my heart” campaign about smoking.   They are all from the 

same campaign. 

 

The first scene is about cigarettes causing lung cancer. It showed a husband suffering on a hospital bed and using a 

breathing support machine. His pregnant wife was beside him, looking sad but trying to comfort him. 

 

The second scene is about cigarettes causing gangrene. It showed a surgery room where a patient’s leg was 

amputated. Later his wife was beside him, looking sad but trying to comfort him. 

 

The third scene is about cigarettes causing mouth cancer. It showed a mother with mouth cancer. Her son was 

reluctant and afraid to look at her disfigured mouth, and the grandfather was comforting the grandson. 
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The last scene is about young people not smoking. It showed a mother watching her son picking up a cigarette 

pack. She advised him not to smoke, saying “Don’t break my heart.” 

In the last 6 months, how often, if at all, have you seen any of these 4 ads - that is, any ad from the "Don't 

Break my Heart" campaign? 

1   Never 

2   Once 

3   Many times 

4   Can't remember 

5   Didn't see the campaign 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, 5, 8 or 9, go to 142/AD950. 

140 AD11942 Ask if 139/AD940=2, 3 or 4. 

Did this "Don't break my heart" campaign discourage you from smoking? 

1   Yes, very much 

2   Yes, a bit 

3   No, not at all 

4   Can't remember 

5   Didn't see the campaign 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

141 AD11943 Ask if 139/AD940=2, 3 or 4. 

Do you find this "Don't break my heart" campaign very relevant to you, somewhat relevant, or not at all 

relevant to you? 

1   Very relevant to you 

2   Somewhat relevant to you 

3   Not at all relevant to you 

4   Didn't see the campaign 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

142 AD11950 Ask all. 

Now I will describe the “Sign of time” campaign.  In these ads, a finger signal -- holding the index and the middle 

fingers together -- conveys the message:  “Do not smoke -- Secondhand smoke can kill.” The campaign ads show 

this finger signal being used at workplaces, in public places and at home. 

In the last 6 months, how often, if at all, have you seen any of the ads from the "Sign of Time" campaign? 

1   Never 

2   Once 

3   Many times 
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4   Can't remember 

5   Didn't see the campaign 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, 5, 8 or 9, go to 145/AD703. 

143 AD11953 Ask if 142/AD950=2, 3 or 4. 

Do you find this ”Sign of Time” campaign very relevant to you, somewhat relevant, or not at all relevant to you? 

1   Very relevant to you 

2   Somewhat relevant to you 

3   Not at all relevant to you 

4   Didn't see the campaign 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

144 AD11952 Ask if 142/AD950=2, 3 or 4. 

Did this “Sign of Time” campaign discourage you from smoking? 

1   Yes, very much 

2   Yes, a bit 

3   No, not at all 

4   Can't remember 

5   Didn't see the campaign 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

145 AD11703 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months, have you seen or heard any other anti-smoking advertising? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Can't remember 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

146 AD11160 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed or seen or heard any anti-smoking messages that mentioned Ramadhan, 

either at the mosque or elsewhere in the media or in the community? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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147a AD11038 Ask all. 

Has any of the anti-smoking advertising that you have seen in the last 6 months led to discussion amongst your 

family about smoking and health? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

147b AD11039 Has any of this anti-smoking advertising that you have seen in the last 6 months led to discussion amongst your 

friends about smoking and health? 

148 AD11161 Ask all. 

Now thinking about all forms of advertising talking about the dangers of smoking or encouraging quitting: 

Has this advertising made smoking less socially desirable?  (If yes, is that a little or a lot?) 

1   No, not at all 

2   Yes, a little 

3   Yes, a lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

149 AD11162 Ask all. 

As a whole, has this advertising made you more or less likely to quit smoking or has it made no difference? 

1   More likely to quit smoking 

2   Less likely to quit smoking 

3   Made no difference 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

150 AD11180 Ask all. 

In your opinion, should the government conduct more campaigns to discourage smoking, conduct less, or not 

have such campaigns at all? 

1   Should conduct more anti-smoking campaigns 

2   Should conduct less anti-smoking campaigns 

3   Should not have any campaigns 

4   Should conduct the same as present 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

151 AD11201 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Now I want to ask you some questions about things you may have seen or heard that have encouraged you to 

smoke. 

In the last 6 months, how often have you noticed advertising and pictures of smoking that encourage or make 
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you think about smoking? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note: Doesn’t have to be advertising – anything promoting smoking. 

Ads outside the country do not count.] 

152a AD11231 Ask all. 

Still thinking about the last 6 months, have you noticed cigarettes or tobacco products being advertised in any of 

the following places: 

On [shop/ store] windows or inside [shops/ stores] where you buy tobacco? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

152b AD11233 On or around street vendors? 

153 AD11560o Ask if 152a/AD231=1 or 152b/AD233=1. 

What brand do you last recall being advertised? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note: Do not probe. If they can't give an immediate response, say "don't worry" and code as 9.] 

154 AD11623 Ask all. 

I’d like to ask you some more specific questions about things you may have seen inside or at shops or stores where 

people can buy tobacco products. 

In the last month, have you seen cigarette packages being displayed, including on shelves or on the counter? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

155 AD11625 Ask all. 

In the last month, have you seen any signs or pictures or other things like clocks with cigarette brands or logos 

(inside shops or stores)? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

156 AD11629 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Now a question about your opinions. 

Do you support complete bans on displays of cigarettes inside shops and stores? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little bit/ Somewhat 

3   A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

157 AD11351 Ask all. 

Now thinking again about the last 6 months, have you seen or heard about any sport or sporting events that are 

sponsored by or connected with either cigarette brands or tobacco companies? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

158a AD11401 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out each statement.] 

In the last six months, have you noticed (seen) any of the following types of tobacco promotion? 

Free samples of cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

158b AD11501 Clothing or other items with a cigarette brand name or logo? 

159 AD11601 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

In the last 6 months, about how often, if at all, have you seen or heard a news story about smoking or tobacco 

companies on TV, radio, or newspapers? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

160 AD11611 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Now thinking about the entertainment media, like [films/ movies], TV programs, and magazines . . . 

In the last 6 months, about how often, if at all, have you seen people smoking in the entertainment media? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

4   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

161a SO11222 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note: Don’t read checklist, but can give examples. Select only one response.] 

These next questions are about cigarette prices and where you get your cigarettes. 

Where did you last buy cigarettes or tobacco for yourself? 

01   Local and convenience stores 

02   24-hour convenience stores, kiosks, etc. 

03   Gas stations 

04   Newsstand 

05   Supermarket 

06   From recreational venue  -- eg. coffee shop or restaurant 

07   From an independent or street vendor in a recreational venue  -- eg.   coffee shop, restaurant. 

08   Street vendor 

09   From a vendor selling from a truck or car 

10   From vending machines 

11   Other (specify below) 

12   Didn't buy current brand     (Don't read out) 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

[Interviewer Note:  If respondent says “store”, ask: would that be a local store or a large supermarket?   If unsure 

do not guess. Instead, record response under "Other".] 

161b SO11222o Ask if 161a/SO222=11. 

Specify other _________________________________________. 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

162 BR11711o Ask all. 

What was the brand you bought last?  ______________________ 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

163 BR11701 Ask all. 

Is that the same brand you are currently smoking?  [If not:]  Is that your usual brand? 

1   Current brand 

2   Usual brand 

3   No (neither current nor usual) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

164 PU11201 Ask all. 

The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, did you buy them by the carton, the pack, or as single 

cigarettes, or did you buy hand-rolling tobacco? 

1   Carton 

2   Pack 

3   Loose (single cigarettes) 

4   Bought RYO tobacco 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 165/PU231. 

If response=2, go to 166/PU331. 

If response=3, go to 167/PU411. 

If response=4, go to 169/PU531. 

Otherwise, go to 171/PU671. 

165 PU11231 Ask if 164/PU201=1. 

How much did you pay for that carton? 

 

666   Didn't personally buy it 

777   Not applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note:  Enter price for one carton.] 

Go to 171/PU671. 

166 PU11331 Ask if 164/PU201=2. 

How much did you pay for that pack? 

 

666   Didn't personally buy it 

777   Not applicable 

888   Refused 
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999   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note:  Enter price for one pack.] 

Go to 171/PU671. 

167 PU11411 Ask if 164/PU201=3. 

How many single cigarettes did you purchase? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

168 PU11431 Ask if 164/PU201=3. 

[Interviewer Note:   Respondents might not know the cost per cigarette, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 

If they can only provide the price for multiple cigarettes, please do the arithmetic to get single stick price and enter 

that.  “Loose” cigarettes = single or individual cigarettes.] 

How much did you pay for [that one/ each] cigarette? 

 

666   Didn't personally buy it 

777   Not applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note:  Enter price.] 

Go to 171/PU671. 

169 PU11531 Ask if 164/PU201=4. 

How much did you pay for your current packet of hand-rolling tobacco? 

 

666   Didn't personally buy it 

777   Not applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note:  Enter price for one pouch or container.] 

170 PU11550 Ask if 164/PU201=4. 

How many days will it take you to smoke this packet of hand-rolling tobacco? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

171 PU11671 Ask all. 

Have you ever bought a pack of cigarettes that actually contained counterfeit (fake, smuggled, illegally traded) 

cigarettes? 

1   No, never 

2   Yes 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 174/PU679. 

172 PU11672 Ask if 171/PU671=2. 

In the past year, how many times have you bought a pack of cigarettes that contained counterfeit cigarettes? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

If response=0, 88 or 99, go to 174/PU679. 

173 PU11677 Ask if 172/PU672>0 and <77. 

Of the [172/PU672] times you bought counterfeit cigarettes, how many times did you NOT know that they were 

counterfeit until after you bought them? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

Interviewer Note: This cannot be greater than number given in 172/PU672. 

174 PU11679 Ask all. 

If someone in Malaysia wanted to buy counterfeit cigarettes, how easy or difficult would it be? 

1   Very difficult 

2   Difficult 

3   Easy 

4   Very easy 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

175 SO11501 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months, have you made any special effort to buy your cigarettes or tobacco at a cheaper price 

(than you normally pay)? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 178/PU450. 

176a SO11510 Ask if 175/SO501=1. 

[Interviewer Note:  Don’t read checklist.  Select all that apply.] 

Where have you bought these less expensive cigarettes? 

Street vendor. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

7   Not applicable 
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8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

176b SO11511 Local stores. 

176c SO11513 Convenience stores (include kiosks). 

176d SO11515 Gas stations. 

176e SO11514 Hypermarket or supermarket. 

176f SO11516 Recreational venue (e.g. coffee shop, restaurant, bar). 

176g SO11520 An independent vendor in a recreational venue (e.g. coffee shop, bar). 

176h SO11521 Duty-free shop or region (e.g. Langkawi Island). 

176i SO11533 Vending machines. 

176j SO11534 A vendor selling from a truck or car. 

176k SO11541 Newsstands. 

176l SO11552 Other (specify below). 

176m SO11552o Ask if 176l/SO552=1. 

Specify other. 

177a SO11612 Ask if 176a/SO510=1. 

Have you bought them from [place] often or not often? 

Street vendor. 

1   Often 

2   Not often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

177b SO11614 Ask if 176b/SO511=1. 

Local stores. 

177c SO11611 Ask if 176c/SO513=1. 

Convenience stores (include kiosks). 

177d SO11616 Ask if 176d/SO515=1. 

Gas stations. 

177e SO11613 Ask if 176e/SO514=1. 

Hypermarket or supermarket. 

177f SO11665 Ask if 176f/SO516=1. 

Recreational venue (e.g. coffee shop, restaurant, bar). 

177g SO11618 Ask if 176g/SO520=1. 

An independent vendor in a recreational venue (e.g. coffee shop, bar). 

177h SO11633 Ask if 176i/SO533=1. 

Vending machines. 

177i SO11639 Ask if 176k/SO541=1. 

Newsstands. 
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177j SO11621 Ask if 176h/SO521=1. 

Duty-free shop or region (e.g. Langkawi Island). 

177k SO11620 Ask if 176j/SO534=1. 

A vendor selling from a truck or car. 

177l SO11635 Ask if 176l/SO552=1. 

Other (specified above) 

178 PU11450 Ask if 164/PU201<>3. 

In the last 6 months, have you bought loose (single) cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

179 PU11456 Ask all. 

Have you ever seen people selling loose (single) cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

180 PU11622 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months, has there been a time when the money you spent on cigarettes resulted in not having 

enough money to spend on household essentials such as food? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

181 ST11301 Ask all. 

In the past month, have you used any other tobacco products besides cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 184/ST333. 

182a ST11311 Ask if 181/ST301=1. 

[Interviewer Note:  Don't read out.  Select all that apply.] 

What did you use? 

Cigars. 

1   Mentioned 
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2   Not mentioned 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

182b ST11313 Cigarillos. 

182c ST11315 Bidis. 

182d ST11317 Pipe. 

182e ST11319 Chewing tobacco. 

182f ST11321 Snuff. 

182g ST11322 Shisha/ hookah/ water pipe. 

182h ST11331 Other tobacco product (specify below). 

182i ST11331o Specify other. 

183a ST11352 Ask if 182a/ST311=1. 

How often do you currently smoke cigars? 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

183b ST11354 Ask if 182b/ST313=1. 

How often do you currently smoke cigarillos? 

183c ST11356 Ask if 182c/ST315=1. 

How often do you currently smoke bidis? 

183d ST11358 Ask if 182d/ST317=1. 

How often do you currently smoke a pipe? 

183e ST11360 Ask if 182e/ST319=1. 

How often do you currently use chewing tobacco? 

183f ST11362 Ask if 182f/ST321=1. 

How often do you currently use snuff? 

183g ST11386 Ask if 182g/ST322=1. 

How often do you currently smoke shisha/ hookah/ water pipe? 

183h ST11388 Ask if 182h/ST331=1. 

How often do you currently smoke other non-cigarette tobacco product (specified above)? 

184 ST11333 Ask all. 

Have you ever heard of electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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If respondent asks, say: These are electronic devices that contain nicotine in a vapor and are designed to look like 

cigarettes, but contain no tobacco. 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 190/NR108. 

185 ST11348 Ask if 184/ST333=1. 

Have you ever tried an electronic cigarette? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 188/ST347. 

186 ST11336 Ask if 185/ST348=1. 

Read out response options. 

How often, if at all, do you currently use an electronic cigarette? 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3   Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

5   Not at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=5, 8 or 9, go to 189/ST349. 

187a ST11342 Ask if 186/ST336=1-4. 

Which of the following were reasons for your using electronic cigarettes? 

They may not be as bad for your health? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

187b ST11343 They taste better. 

187c ST11344 They make it easier for you to cut down on the number of cigarettes you smoke. 

187d ST11345 So you can smoke in places where smoking regular cigarettes is banned. 

187e ST11346 They might help you quit. 

188 ST11347 Ask if 185/ST348<>1. 

Are you interested in trying e-cigarettes in the future? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

189 ST11349 Ask if 184/ST333=1. 

Do you think electronic cigarettes are more harmful than regular cigarettes, less harmful, or are they equally 

harmful to health? 

1   More harmful than regular cigarettes 

2   Equally harmful 

3   Less harmful than regular cigarettes 

4   Never heard of electronic cigarettes 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

190 NR11108 Ask all. 

In the last year, have you used any stop-smoking medications? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note: If respondent says they can't remember, before accepting that as a response, say:   

'There are nicotine replacement medications like gum and patches, and medicines that you get on prescription from 

a doctor.  Can you remember any now?'] 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 193/NR801. 

191 SM11161 Ask if 190/NR108=1. 

Was this for a quit attempt? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 193/NR801. 

192a SM11201 Ask if 191/SM161=1: 

What medication or medications did you use for that quit attempt? 

Nicotine gum. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

192b SM11202 Nicotine patch. 

192c SM11203 Nicotine lozenges. 

192d SM11206 Nicotine nasal spray. 
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192e SM11211 Prescription medication: Bupropion/ Zyban. 

192f SM11212 Prescription medication: Varenicline / Chantix. 

192g SM11214 Prescription medication: Nortriptyline. 

192h SM11220 Other medication (specify below) 

192i SM11220o Ask if 192h/SM220=1. 

Specify other medication. 

193 NR11801 Ask all. 

In the last year, have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 197/NR869. 

194 NR11811 Ask if 193/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last year, did you receive . . . 

Advice to quit smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

195 NR11813 Ask if 193/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last year, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

196 NR11817 Ask if 193/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last year, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

197 NR11869 Ask all. 

In the last year, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of the following? 

Local stop-smoking services (such as clinics or specialists)? 
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1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

198 NR11861 Ask all. 

In the last year, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of the following? 

Telephone information services? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 200/NR763. 

199 NR11762 Ask if 198/NR861=1. 

Was the service helpful? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Go to 204/BQ141. 

200 NR11763 Ask if 198/NR861=2, 8 or 9. 

Did you know that there is now an infoline (telephone help line) in Malaysia that smokers can call to get help? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 202/CH755. 

201 NR11768 Ask if 200/NR763=1. 

Do you know the infoline number, or know where to find it? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

202 CH11755 Ask if 198/NR861<>1. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How interested would you be in using a telephone information line that provided information about smoking, 

and advice about how to quit most successfully? 

1   Very interested 
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2   Somewhat interested 

3   A little interested 

4   Not interested at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1-3, 8 or 9, go to 204/BQ141. 

203 NR11765 Ask if 202/CH755=4. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Do you think that talking to someone on the telephone could be useful for helping people quit smoking? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

204 BQ11141 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 

1   Within the next month 

2   Within the next 6 months 

3   Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 

4   Not planning to quit 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=4, go to 206/BQ151. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 208/BQ161. 

205 BQ11146 Ask if 204/BQ141=1-3. 

Have you set a firm date? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Go to 207/BQ153. 

206 BQ11151 Ask if 204/BQ141=4. 

Do you want to quit smoking at all? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8, or 9, go to 208/BQ161. 

207 BQ11153 Ask if 204/BQ141=1-3 or 206/BQ151=1. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How much do you want to quit smoking?  Would you say…? 

1   A little 

2   Somewhat 

3   A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

208 BQ11161 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

One year from now, how much do you expect to be smoking cigarettes compared to now? 

1   A lot more than now 

2   A little more than now 

3   The same amount as now 

4   A little less than now 

5   A lot less than now, or... 

6   Not smoking at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

209a BQ11201 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

204/BQ141=4: Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 months, 

have each of the following things led you to think about quitting? -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

204/BQ141<>4: In the past 6 months, have each of the following things led you to think about quitting? -- not at 

all, somewhat, or very much? 

Concern for your personal health? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Very much 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

209b BQ11203 Concern about the effect of your cigarette smoke on non-smokers? 

209c BQ11207 That Malaysian society disapproves of smoking? 

209d BQ11209 The price of cigarettes? 

209e BQ11213 Smoking restrictions in public places like air-conditioned restaurants or at work? 

209f BQ11225 Advertisements or information about the health risks of smoking? 
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209g BQ11227 Warning labels on cigarette packages? 

209h BQ11229 Wanting to set an example for children? 

209i BQ11218 Your family disapproving of smoking. 

209j BQ11220 Your friends disapproving of smoking. 

210 BQ11111 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Respondent does not need to be intending to quit to respond.  Emphasize "IF" in wording. 

Read out response options.] 

Still thinking about quitting smoking . . . 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 

1   Not at all sure 

2   Somewhat sure 

3   Very sure 

4   Extremely sure 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

211 BQ11301 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

If you were to successfully quit smoking in the next 6 months, how much do you think you would benefit from 

health and other gains in the long term? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Very much 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

212 PR11311 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

To what extent, if at all, has smoking damaged your health? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Very much 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

213 PR11313 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How worried are you, if at all, that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Very much 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

214 PR11218 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Let's say you CONTINUE TO SMOKE the amount that you do now.  How would you compare your own chance of 

getting a SERIOUS LUNG DISEASE in the future, to the chance of a non-smoker? 

1   Much more likely 

2   Somewhat more likely 

3   A little more likely 

4   Just as likely 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

215 DI11241 Ask all. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis, how many of them are 

smokers? 

0   0 friends 

1   1 friend 

2   2 friends 

3   3 friends 

4   4 friends 

5   5 friends 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

216 DI11301 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

What is your overall opinion about smoking? 

1   Very good 

2   Good 

3   Neither good nor bad 

4   Bad 

5   Very bad 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

217 ET11110 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Now a question about smoking around other people.  Which of the following best describes what you do about 

smoking when non-smokers are around: 

1   I smoke as usual 
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2   I smoke, but try not to blow the smoke in their direction 

3   I only smoke if I know they would not mind 

4   I don’t smoke at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

218 ET11221 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

And now some questions about where smoking is allowed or not allowed. 

Which of the following best describes smoking inside your home? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

219 ET11228 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Do you have air conditioning in your home? 

1   Yes 

2   Yes, but only in some areas 

3   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=3, 8, or 9, go to 221/ET233. 

220 ET11229 Ask if 219/ET228=1 or 2. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Is smoking allowed in any of the air-conditioned areas? 

1   Allowed (at least sometimes) 

2   Not allowed at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

[Interviewer note:  If respondent describes ANY exceptions, or says things like "usually not", code this answer as 

"yes" because smoking is sometimes allowed.] 

221 ET11233 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months, have you visited air-conditioned places such as restaurants and coffee shops, where 

people go to socialize? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 
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8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8, or 9, go to 224/ET238. 

222 ET11235 Ask if 221/ET233=1: 

Would that be at least weekly or less often? 

1   At least weekly 

2   Less often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

223 ET11236 Ask if 221/ET233=1: 

The last time you did so, was anybody smoking indoors? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

224 ET11238 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months, have you visited non-air-conditioned or outdoor restaurants and coffee shops, where 

people go to socialize? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8, or 9, go to 228/AD235. 

225 ET11239 Ask if 224/ET238=1. 

Would that be at least weekly or less often? 

1   At least weekly 

2   Less often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

226 ET11242 Ask if 224/ET238=1. 

The last time you did so, did you see anybody smoking in the designated non-smoking area? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

227 ET11243 Ask if 224/ET238=1. 
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The last time you did so, did you smell cigarette smoke in a designated non-smoking area? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

228 AD11235 Ask if 221/ET233=1 or 224/ET238=1. 

Have you noticed tobacco advertising . . . 

In coffee shops? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

229 ET11601 Ask all. 

Do you currently work outside your home? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 234a/ET733. 

230 ET11603 Ask if 229/ET601=1. 

Do you usually work inside a building? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 234a/ET733. 

231 ET11605 Ask if 230/ET603=1. 

Is it an air-conditioned building? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

232 ET11621 Ask if 230/ET603=1. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Which of the following best describes the smoking policy where you work? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
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3   No rules or restrictions 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

233 ET11634 Ask if 230/ET603=1. 

In the last month, have people smoked in indoor areas where you work? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

234a ET11733 Ask all. 

For each of the following public places, please tell me if you think smoking should be allowed in indoor areas or not 

allowed indoors at all: 

Workplaces? 

1   Allowed (at least sometimes) 

2   Not allowed at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

234b ET11712 Air-conditioned nightclubs, discos and bars? 

234c ET11714 Non-air conditioned public transport? 

234d ET11734 The lobby area of air-conditioned hotels? 

234e ET11739 Non-air-conditioned restaurants and public eating areas? 

234f ET11747 Please tell me if you think smoking should be allowed in OUTDOOR areas at your place of worship or not allowed 

OUTDOORS at all. 

235 AD11901 Ask all. 

In your opinion, should the government conduct more campaigns to encourage smoke-free homes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

236 LM11321 Ask all. 

Over the years tobacco companies have distinguished what they call “regular strength” or “full-flavoured” cigarettes 

from others variously described as “Light” or “Mild”. For the question below, I will refer to all types of light, mild, 

and low tar cigarettes as “Light Cigarettes". 

 

Please tell me whether you strongly disagree, disagree, neither disagree nor agree, agree, or strongly agree with 

each of the following statements. 

Light cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 
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1   Strongly disagree 

2   Disagree 

3   Neither disagree nor agree 

4   Agree 

5   Strongly agree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Interviewer Note:    Accept "Don't Know" option, but do not read it out.   

Where they say they agree or disagree, it is acceptable to prompt for "strong" vs not, but code weaker answer if 

respondent is unclear. 

If the respondent says that he/she doesn’t know about light cigarettes, code as "don’t know." 

237 LM11109 Ask all. 

Do you think that the brand you usually smoke might be a little less harmful, no different, or a little more 

harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

1   A little less harmful 

2   No different 

3   A little more harmful 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

238a LM11110 Ask all. 

Please tell me whether you strongly disagree, disagree, neither disagree nor agree, agree, or strongly agree with 

each of the following statements. 

The brand of cigarettes I usually smoke is smoother on my throat and chest than other cigarette brands. 

1   Strongly disagree 

2   Disagree 

3   Neither disagree nor agree 

4   Agree 

5   Strongly agree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

[Interviewer Note:   Where they agree or disagree, it is acceptable to prompt for strong vs not; code weaker 

answer if no clear response.] 

238b LM11703 Menthol cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

[Interviewer Note: Where they agree or disagree, it is acceptable to prompt for strong vs not; code weaker answer 

if no clear response.   

If they don’t know about menthol, code as "don’t know".] 

238c PS11220 You enjoy smoking. 

[Interviewer Note:   Where they agree or disagree, it is acceptable to prompt for strong vs not; code weaker 

answer if no clear response.] 
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238d PS11213 Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 

238e PS11215 If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 

238f PS11219 You spend too much money on cigarettes. 

238g PS11229 People who are important to you believe that you should not smoke. 

238h PS11233 Malaysian society disapproves of smoking. 

238i PS11325 In my opinion, it is acceptable for women to smoke. 

238j PS11323 In my opinion, it is acceptable for men to smoke. 

238k PS11216 You want to continue smoking, even if it leads to very bad consequences in the future. 

238l PS11243 The harsher the smoke feels in your throat, the more dangerous the smoke is likely to be. 

238m IN11311 The government should do more to tackle the harm done by smoking. 

238n IN11225 Tobacco companies do good things for the Malaysian community. 

238o IN11220 Tobacco companies should be required to sell cigarettes in plain packaging -- that is, in packs with only the 

brand name and the health warnings, but without colourful designs on the rest of the pack. 

238p IN11317 The government should control the price of tobacco products even if this sometimes means paying more for 

cigarettes. 

239 PR11101 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Now a question about your overall health. 

In general, how would you describe your health?  Is it . . . 

1   Poor 

2   Fair 

3   Good 

4   Very good 

5   Excellent 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

240a DI11441 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

The following statements are about ways that you might have felt or behaved.  Please tell me how often you have 

felt this way during the past week. 

I did not feel like eating; my appetite was poor. 

1   Rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day) 

2   Some or a little of the time (1-2 days) 

3   Occasionally or a moderate amount of time (3-4 days) 

4   Most or all of the time (5-7 days) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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240b DI11442 I felt hopeful about the future. 

240c DI11443 I felt sad. 

240d DI11444 I felt that people dislike me. 

241a DE11662 Ask all. 

To what religious faith do you belong? 

1   Islam 

2   Christianity 

3   Hinduism 

4   Buddhism 

5   Confucianism, Taoism/other traditional Chinese religion 

6   Tribal,  folk religion 

7   Other (specify below) 

8   No religion 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

241b DE11662o Ask if 241a/DE662=7. 

Specify other _________________________________________. 

242 PS11513 Ask all. 

In your day-to-day life, how often do you refer to or use your religious beliefs and values to guide your actions? 

1   Never 

2   Almost never 

3   Sometimes 

4   All the time 

5   I am not religious   (Don't read out) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

243 PS11511 Ask all. 

As far as you know, does your religion discourage smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

244 PS11507 Ask all. 

In the last year, have you been told (in a sermon) by a religious leader that you should try to quit smoking or 

stay stopped? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   I am not religious (Don’t read out) 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

245 PS11505 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

How motivated, if at all, would you be to quit smoking if your religious leader advised you that you should quit? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

246 PS11503 Ask if respondent is Muslim (241a/DE662=1). 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Does Ramadhan motivate you to quit smoking? 

1   No, not at all 

2   Yes - A little 

3   Yes - A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

247 PS11501 Ask if respondent is Muslim (241a/DE662=1). 

During the last Ramadhan, how many cigarettes did you usually smoke per day? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

[Interviewer Note: Code "none" or "not at all" as 0.] 

248 DE11111 Ask all. 

What is your marital status? 

1   Married 

2   Divorced or separated 

3   Widowed 

4   Single 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response<>1, go to 251a/DI311. 

249 DI11245 Ask if 248/DE111=1. 

Does your partner or spouse currently smoke? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

250 DI11248 Ask if 248/DE111=1. 

Does your partner or spouse want you to quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

251a DI11311 Ask all. 

I am now going to ask you a few questions about your experience of stress in the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M 

anchor].  Your choices are never, almost never, sometimes, often or very often. 

How often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

251b DI11316 How often have you felt confident about your ability to handle your personal problems? 

251c DI11321 How often have you felt that things were going your way? 

251d DI11326 How often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them? 

252 DI11332 Ask all, but only if political unrest occurs. 

How often have you been distressed by political events? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

253a DE11311s Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Do not read out response options.] 

Just to wrap up, we have a few questions for statistical purposes. Please be assured that all your responses will be 

kept entirely anonymous and confidential. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

01   Lower than elementary 
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02   Elementary 

03   Lower secondary 

04   Upper secondary 

05   Diploma, certificate 

06   Bachelor degree 

07   Higher than bachelor degree 

08   No schooling 

09   Other (specify below) 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

253b DE11311o Ask if 253a/DE311s=10. 

Specify other education level. 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

254a DE11502 Ask all. 

What is your race? 

1   Malay 

2   Chinese 

3   Indian 

4   Iban 

5   Kadazan 

6   Murut 

7   Bajau 

8   Others  -- specify 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

254b DE11502o Ask if 254a/DE502=8. 

Specify other _________________________________________. 

255a DE11231 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note:  Read out response options.] 

Which of the following best describes your employment status? 

1   Full-time employed in the workforce 

2   Part-time employed in the workforce 

3   Unemployed 

4   Retired or on a pension 

5   Full-time student 

6   Home duties 

7   Other (specify below) 
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77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

255b DE11231o Ask if 255a/DE231=7. 

Specify other employment status. 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

256a DE11235 Ask all. 

[Interviewer Note: Enter text response, OR use following response options.] 

What is your usual occupation? 

1   Professional 

2   Administrative 

3   Service 

4   Skilled 

5   Unskilled 

6   Agriculture 

7   Pensioners, students, unemployed 

8   Domestic duties 

9   Other (specify above) 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

256b DE11235o Ask if 256a/DE235=9. 

Specify other occupation. 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

257 DE11212 Ask all. 

What is the best estimate of your ANNUAL household income, that is, the total income before taxes, or gross 

income, of all persons in your household combined, for 1 year? 

 

7777777   Not Applicable 

8888888   Refused 

9999999   Don't Know 

[Interviewer Note:  Say if necessary: “This question is for statistical purposes. Please be assured that your 

responses will be kept completely confidential.”] 

[Enter amount without spaces or commas] 

Enter income. 
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258 gender Ask all. 

We have found that our records are not always accurate. Just to confirm, 

What is your gender? 

1   Male 

2   Female 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

259 AI11511 Ask all. 

A useful way to recontact people is through email.  Do you have access to email or use email at all? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 261b/AI514. 

260 AI11512 Ask if 259/AI511=1. 

As part of this project, we would like to be able to get in touch with people by email occasionally in the future. 

This could be to establish whether people's phone numbers have changed or possibly to ask some extra 

questions. Be assured that we would use it at most a few times a year. We would keep all email addresses 

confidential and would not pass them on to anyone outside this project. Furthermore, you will always be able to 

unsubscribe. What would be the best email address to contact you on? 

1   Respondent willing and offers email address 

2   Respondent can't recall their email address 

3   Respondent willing but not able to give as their email address will be changing 

4   Respondent is not willing 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

261a AI11513 Ask if 260/AI512=1. 

Record email address, then read carefully back to the respondent 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

261b AI11514 Ask if 259/AI511<>1 or 260/AI512<>1. 

Thank you, we'll continue to contact you by mail and telephone. 

262a AI11545 Ask all. 

Can I just confirm -- the phone number we called today – (show phone number) -- is that the best number to 

call in the future as well? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

262b AI11546 Ask if 262a/AI545=2. 

What number should we use when we contact you next time? 

New phone number: 

263a AI11551 Ask all. 

Do you have a work phone number that we can reach you at in the future? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

263b AI11552 Ask if 263a/AI551=1. 

Work number: 

264a AI11553 Ask all. 

Do you have a mobile phone number that we can reach you at in the future? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

264b AI11554 Ask if 264a/AI553=1. 

Mobile phone number: 

265a AI11521 Ask all. 

We have also found it helpful in recontacting people to obtain the name and phone number of someone not 

living with you, such as a close friend or a relative, who can help us in case we are having trouble contacting 

you. 

 

Are you willing to share the name and phone number of a contact person with us?  We will not use this 

information for any other reason or share it with anyone.  It will only be used to contact you in the event we 

are unable to reach you for our next survey. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 265b/AI522. 

Otherwise go to 266a/DE712. 

265b AI11522 Ask if 265a/AI521=1. 

Could you please provide the name and phone number of that person for you? 
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If response=1, go to 265c/AI525. 

Otherwise, go to 266a/DE712. 

265c AI11525 Ask if 265b/AI522=1. 

Record name and phone number of contact. 

266a DE11712 Ask all. 

How many land lines do you have in your home?  This does not include lines that are only for business use or 

mobile phones. 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

266b DE11713 How many mobile phones does your household have? This does not include phones that are only for business 

use, nor phones used only by household members who are under 18 years old. 

267 BR11349 Ask all. 

Interviewer note: Just record respondent's willingness or refusal. Do not pressure respondent if he/she refuses. 

We would like to collect your current cigarette pack from you to examine the tax stamps on cigarette packs. 

Please keep it for us, once it is empty. We will send you a pre-paid self-addressed envelope in the next few 

days, which you can use to mail your pack back to us. 

1   Willing (no refusal) 

2   Refused, or unable to participate 

7   Not applicable 

9   Respondent is unsure whether he/she will participate 

268 AI11535 Ask all. 

Thank you again, and we look forward to talking to you in the future. 

269 BI11901 Ask if refuses. 

Thank you for your time and assistance. 

Terminate call. 

270 BI11920 Thank you but we are looking for households where there is at least one person aged 18 or older. 

Terminate call. 
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VarName Changes 

New 
Name 

Old 
Name 

Date Survey Changed 
By 

Authorization Reasoning Source 

FR11355 BR11625 16-Jan-2015 MY5-P Ruth L Anne Q  
There were 2 distinct series of varname for ‘why choose RYO’.  The ones I’m changing 
overlapped with other meanings, so I’m switching them to the FR* varnames that are 
already used for this content by 4C, EU & KR, which don’t conflict with any others. 

 

FR11359 BR11635 16-Jan-2015 MY5-P Ruth L Anne Q. There were 2 distinct series of varname for ‘why choose RYO’.  The ones I’m changing 
overlapped with other meanings, so I’m switching them to the FR* varnames that are 
already used for this content by 4C, EU & KR, which don’t conflict with any others. 

 

FR11351 BR11615 16-Jan-2015 MY5-P Ruth L Anne Q There were 2 distinct series of varname for ‘why choose RYO’.  The ones I’m changing 
overlapped with other meanings, so I’m switching them to the FR* varnames that are 
already used for this content by 4C, EU & KR, which don’t conflict with any others. 

 

BR11325 BR11303 19-Jan-2015 MY5-P Ruth L Anne Q BR303 is used for multiple meanings, even beyond the CN conflicts in BR names.  Changed 
to BR325, the varname used by other countries for this content (cig length). 

 

KN11259 KN11256 19-Jan-2015 MY5-P Ruth L Anne Q. Anne said to separate throat & mouth/oral cancer from mouth cancer (and throat cancer, 
potentially).  Therefore these questions about mouth cancer need to be changed to a new 
varname. 

 

BR11314 BR11313 24-Mar-2015 MY5-P Ruth L Ruth L. For unknown reasons, both BR313 and BR314 were used for tax-stamp questions, and now 
all are named BR314.  BR313 is also (and preferentially) used for RYO brand name in 
NL1-8 and FR1-3.  This rename will untangle the two meanings. 

 

 


